
 

Specials Connection        March 30, 2020 
 
Hello ERA families.  Oh how we miss you!   We all enjoy a day off here and there but 
you have no idea how much we all miss our students!  We know that suddenly 
becoming a homeschooler is probably tough so we have put together some activities for 
this week that are meant to be fun and hopefully not too hard.  At school kids 
usually have two specials a day so if you want to try to work that into your 
schedule, Mrs. Velasco put together the following: 
 

Monday- art and music 
Tuesday- engineering and gym 
Wednesday- art and spanish 
Thursday- music and engineering 
Friday- gym and spanish 
 
We know that what you have at home probably varies and how much time you have 
online probably does too so we’ve tried to put together an assortment of activities to 
choose from.  Please pick those that work for you and it will not hurt our feelings if 
you don’t do the others.  Be well everyone! 
 
The Specials Team 
(Apelgren, Briles, Velasco, Pierce, Webb) 
 
 
 
 



 
Music  
 
K-1:  
Watch The Grand Old Duke of York video to learn the lyrics to this classic nursery rhyme! 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/nursery-rhymes-the-grand-old-duke-of-york/zrymd6f 
Follow along with Debbie Doo’s dance moves to The Grand Old Duke of York. 
https://safeYouTube.net/w/lDh3 
 
Practice steady beat by pointing at the hearts while singing The Grand Old Duke of York. When you get to the 
bottom of the chart, go back to the top again! (Hint: You will have to go through the chart 2x to complete the 
song.) 

 
Lyrics: 
Oh the Grand Old Duke of York, he had ten thousand men.  
He marched them up to the top of the hill, and he marched them down again. 
And when they’re up they’re up, and when they’re down they’re down. 
And when they’re only half way up, they’re neither up nor down. 
 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/nursery-rhymes-the-grand-old-duke-of-york/zrymd6f
https://safeyoutube.net/w/lDh3


 
 
2-3 
In the Hall of the Mountain King 
In the Hall of the Mountain King is a piece by Edvard Grieg. Most of you will probably recognize this song from 
commercials or “spooky” scenes in a movie. 
Listen and follow along with this listening map:https://safeYouTube.net/w/tEh3 
Try out this Head Shoulders Knees and Toes Mash-Up: https://safeYouTube.net/w/NEh3 
Rhythm Play-along: https://safeYouTube.net/w/jFh3 
This play-along uses a ta (hold the note for one beat), ti-ti (two sounds on one beat), and a ta-ah (hold the note 
for 2 beats). See the image below! 

 
Think about these questions while listening to the piece! 

 
 
 
 

https://safeyoutube.net/w/tEh3
https://safeyoutube.net/w/NEh3
https://safeyoutube.net/w/jFh3


 
4-5 

John Philip Sousa: 

 
John Philip Sousa is the KING of the marching band!! When you go see a parade you will most likely hear at 
least one march that was composed (written) by Sousa. 
Information about the composer John Philip Sousa: 
https://www.classicsforkids.com/composers/composer_profile.php?id=70 
Grab some scarves (or long socks/ribbon-anything!)and move along: https://safeYouTube.net/w/EFh3 
Cup Routine to El Capitan March-challenge your siblings/parents to do it with you!: 
https://safeYouTube.net/w/hGh3 
The march is divided into four sections, which we will call A, B C, and D. Grab two plastic cups and move along 
with the video. Notice that when the movements change, we have moved onto a new section of music!  
A :         (Cup in each hand) 

● Tap bottom of cups to floor 2 times, then tap cup bottoms against one another two times. 

Repeat 4x. 

● Use the cups as cymbals and scrape them against each other to the music! Try to match the 

rhythm of the music! 

● (REPEAT THE ENTIRE A SECTION) 

B:           (Put one cup top down in front of you.) 

a. Tap bottom of the other cup against palm of hand 4 times, then toss into air. 

b. Then tap the cup 7 times against the cup on the floor. 

c. Repeat 3x 

C: (Only use one cup for this section!) 

● During the entire first C section, we practice "tap, tap, pass" without really touching the cups. 

● Then on the repeat of the C section, actually begin passing to your right. 

D: (Both cups back in hands with tops up) 

-     Tap cup bottoms against each other twice, then out to each side against the neighbor's cup 

                 two times.  

-       Pay attention to the music! The rhythm will eventually switch to tapping the cups against each  

                 other 3 times! 

 

https://www.classicsforkids.com/composers/composer_profile.php?id=70
https://safeyoutube.net/w/EFh3
https://safeyoutube.net/w/hGh3


 
K-2nd grade Visual Arts (try one or try all of them this week): 
Homemade Clay (cornstarch, baking soda, and water): 
https://www.themakeupdummy.com/2017/08/23/homemade-clay-recipe-diy-pencil-toppers/ 

 
Directions: On the stove, mix the ingredients together until it forms a paste. Let it cool and use cookie cutters (or 
free-hand) to create shapes. Wait one day for it to dry and harden. Paint or color with markers afterwards! 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Paper Bear Weaving (construction paper, scissors, and print template of bear/arms): 

 
Directions: Print out the bear and arm template (enlarge and print on a separate sheet). Cut out the bear/arm. Cut 
on the lines (located on the inside of the bear’s sweater). Cut strips of colored paper. Weave the colored paper in an 
alternating pattern so it creates a checkerboard. Add lines for texture on the bear when finished.  
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Magazine Collage Art (magazines/old books, scissors, glue, and paper): 

 
Directions: Look around the house for old magazines/newspapers/books with pictures and text. Create a message 
by cutting out words/letters and gluing them to a sheet of paper. Can be applied to images as well! 

https://www.themakeupdummy.com/2017/08/23/homemade-clay-recipe-diy-pencil-toppers/


 
3rd-5th grade Visual Arts (try one or try all of them this week): 
Homemade Clay (cornstarch, baking soda, and water): 
https://www.themakeupdummy.com/2017/08/23/homemade-clay-recipe-diy-pencil-toppers/ 

 
Directions: On the stove, mix the ingredients together until it forms a paste. Let it cool and use cookie cutters (or 
free-hand) to create shapes. Wait one day for it to dry and harden. Paint or color with markers afterwards! 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Cardboard Sculpture (cardboard, scissors/cardboard cutter, and tape/hot glue): 

 
Directions: Let your imagination run free! Create an object of your choice using cardboard. If using a cardboard 
cutter, have an adult present. Create your pieces and attach together using a hot glue gun (regular glue for thin 
cardboard). 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Paper Bowl weaving (yarn, scissors, and paper/styrofoam bowl or plate): 

 
Directions: Cut your bowl/plate into 5 or 7 equal parts (must be an odd number of cuts or it won’t work). Tie a knot at the 
end of your yarn. Place it on the inside of one of your cuts. Begin weaving by alternating going in and out. When you run 
out of string, tie the next color to the previous string and continue weaving. When you are done, tape your last string to 
your bowl/plate so it does not unravel.  
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Magazine Collage Art (magazines/old books, scissors, glue, and paper): 

 
Directions: Look around the house for old magazines/newspapers/books with pictures and text. Create a message 
by cutting out words/letters and gluing them to a sheet of paper. Can be applied to images as well! 

https://www.themakeupdummy.com/2017/08/23/homemade-clay-recipe-diy-pencil-toppers/


 
Extra challenges for K-5 this week: 
 
Paint with Coffee (coffee, paintbrush, and paper) 

 
Directions: Brew some instant coffee (or ask your parents) and pour it in a small cup. Grab a paintbrush and think of 
something to paint using coffee. To make it darker, add more powder. To make it lighter, add more water. Let it dry 
in between layers so you can create more details without it getting blurry.  
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Ink/food-coloring painting (ink/food-coloring, straw, paper, and markers): 

 
Directions: Pour some food coloring on ink into your paper. While it is wet, grab a straw and start blowing the liquid 
in different directions. Let it dry. Add patterns/drawings on top w/ marker (optional). Can be as abstract as you want!  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Engineering 
K-1   
Part 1: Supplies needed- none 
I would love for K and 1st grade students to concentrate on looking at form and function this week.  Form is 
how something is built, what it is made out of and how it is put together.  Function is what the something 
was made to do, what is its purpose?  Take 10 minutes and walk around your house asking your student to 
describe an item's form and function.  Then ask “Why do you think it is made out of _____” , “Do you think it 
does a good job of meeting its function?”  “Would you change anything about it to make it better?”. Repeat. 
Part 2:  Supplies needed- access to dirt/trees/rocks/moss/leaves 
Using just materials that can be found in your yard or near your home, have your child design and build a house 
for a mouse.  Before beginning, talk about how large a mouse is and ask “What is the function of a house?” , 
“What would the form need to be for the house to do a good job meeting its function?”.  Have your student 
draw a design prior to building and label the items he/she plans to use.  Take a picture of the completed 

structure and send it to kapelgren@enoriveracademy.org  
 
 
2-3 
OK parents and students, let's review the Engineering Design Process.  First we ASK what is the problem, what 
is the criteria and what materials do we have to work with?  Second we EXPLORE ideas for solving the problem 
by brainstorming and coming up with several ideas.  Next we MODEL by picking the best idea and drawing 
it(don’t forget to label your materials), then building it.  Next we EVALUATE by testing our model to see if it 
works and what changes we need to make.  Finally we EXPLAIN what went wrong, what worked and what we 
would do differently if we had to do it again.  Use the design process to solve the following problem.  You do 
not need to do every step on the same day- take the week to complete your model. 
 
Problem to be Solved:  You have been tasked with investigating bugs in your backyard.  You must design and 
build a container that allows family members to observe an insect. 
Criteria (rules):  The container must have a door that opens and closes.  It must have breathing holes for the 
insect.  The container must allow you and your family to watch the bug while it is in the container. The 

mailto:kapelgren@enoriveracademy.org


 
container must have a system for hanging leaves for the insect to eat.  (Insects should all be released after 
inspection).  Bonus- take some time to learn about the insect you found.  What is it?  Where does it live, 
what does it eat, etc.? 
 
Suggested materials: 
Cardboard, plastic wrap, tin foil, yogurt cups, string, or any other items you find around your home. 
 
Send photos of your completed model to kapelgren@enoriveracademy.org.  Happy Building! 
 
4-6 
I would love, love, love you guys to take the Disney Imagineers class on Khan Academy.  It’s really awesome but I 
will include other ideas if you don’t have access to a computer.  If you want to do the Imagineers, email me ( 
kapelgren@enoriveracademy.org ) and I will give you access to “my” version of the class where we can 
communicate. Here is the link to the “generic” class so you can see if you are interested. 
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/hass-storytelling/imagineering-in-a-box 
 
If you are doing the Imagineers class please work on lesson 1 exercise 1 and 2 this week.  This is mostly 
watching videos and thinking about the world you want to create so it’s not too bad.   
 
If you do not have access to a computer have no fear you still get to do a very fun project I have been 
wanting to try.  Your first step is to look around your house for some Dr. Suess books- no, you are never 
too old for Dr. Suess..  You probably have at least one and if you don’t you can look online.  This project is 
inspired by IF I Ran The Zoo by Dr. Seuss which is my favorite.  You can find it on youtube here 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OV3PnzfWHyo.  Dr. Seuss has a very unique drawing (and writing) style that 
isn’t exactly like any other.  Here is your first assignment.  Please use the engineering design process reviewed 
above to solve the problem: 
Problem:  You have been asked to create a fictional animal for an animatronic zoo (zoo with robots) that is 
being built in 2021 to honor Dr. Seuss.  The animal must fit nicely into any Dr. Seuss book without looking 
out of place but can not be an exact copy of one of Dr. Suess’s animals.  In this first step you will do 2 
drawings of your animal.   
Criteria:  Your animal can not be larger than the largest land animal nor smaller than the smallest.  It must have 
a name, appropriate colors,  and you must complete 2 sketches showing different sides of your animal.  Your 
sketches should include measurements showing the size of your animal.  Everything about the animal should be 
appropriate for small children who will be visiting the zoo.  Bonus work- create an actual model of your animal 
if you have clay, or play dough.  Double bonus- make your own clay with Ms. Velasco’s recipe in the Art 

mailto:kapelgren@enoriveracademy.org
mailto:kapelgren@enoriveracademy.org
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/hass-storytelling/imagineering-in-a-box
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OV3PnzfWHyo


 
section. Other building materials are totally fine too-use what you have.  Take a picture and send it to me at 
kapelgren@enoriveracademy.org. 
 
Coding resources: 
If your kids love Scratch visit “Scratch at Home” 
-https://sip.scratch.mit.edu/scratchathome/?mc_cid=06a3f42013&mc_eid=1dfc63d0f8 
 
If your kids love Hopscotch- I have 60 free passwords with access to their premium service through May 31. 
If you would like one of the passwords email me at kapelgren@enoriveracademy.org. 
 
If your kids love Tynker- they are offering free access to their self-paced learning at  
https://www.tynker.com/parents/ 
 
If you have a Sphero- they are offering free access to their Computer Science Foundations class at 
https://medium.com/@SPRK/getting-started-with-sphero-computer-science-foundations-90f655b17f2c 
 
Other Resources from Mrs. Apelgren: 
Fun career exploration organized by week- scroll down to “Career Exploration at Home Week 1” 
https://www.brightfuturespress.com/ 
 
 

 
Physical Education: 
 
Eno River Academy’s Fitness Calendar  

Sunday, March 29 
Yoga Day!  

 
Introducing yoga at an early age 

promotes a healthy lifestyle and sets 
the foundation for fitness.  

Upward Crescent Moon Pose: This pose targets the lower 
back and shoulders. Hold for 30-60 seconds and release and 

repeat. 

 

Monday, March 30 
Animal Charades 

Try moving around like these animals: Chicken, snake, horse, 
dog. Now, Try without making noises to see if someone can 

mailto:kapelgren@enoriveracademy.org
https://sip.scratch.mit.edu/scratchathome/?mc_cid=06a3f42013&mc_eid=1dfc63d0f8
mailto:kapelgren@enoriveracademy.org
https://www.tynker.com/parents/
https://medium.com/@SPRK/getting-started-with-sphero-computer-science-foundations-90f655b17f2c
https://www.brightfuturespress.com/


 

 guess the animal.  

Tuesday, March 31 
Crazy 8’s 

 

8 Jumping Jacks, 8 leaps forward/back, 8 frog jumps, and 
finally 8 vertical jumps(as high as you can) Repeat 3 times. 

Wednesday, April 1 
Marine Boot Camp Style Workout 

April Fools! Between the Knees: Gather rounded objects of 
varying size. Starting with the largest try walking around your 
house keeping the object between your knees.  

Thursday, April 2 
Another Yoga Day 

Your Welcome! 

Hands & Knees Balance Pose: Hold for 30-60 seconds, switch 
sides and repeat, 

  

Friday, April 3 
Sprints  

Try and sprint around your house three times. Have a family 
member time for you.  

Saturday April 4 
Family Adventure  

Go for a walk with your family on a trail you’ve never traveled 
before.  

 

 
Here is a fantastic resource from Justin Cahill, a Physical Education Teacher from 
Atlanta Georgia. We share the same passion of keeping kids in motion. Hope you enjoy 
it! 
 



 

 
  

 
 
 
 
 



 

Spanish Links de la 
Señorita Webb - ¡Viva el español! 
IIdeas, activities, and printable worksheets: 
Spanish Playground  
Elementary Spanish Resources 
 
Kinder - 1st grade:   
YouTube Channels to check out:  
El Reino Infantil 
Canta con Jess 
Super Simple Espanol 
Calico Spanish for Kids 
Read Tia Carla (story time - bilingual picture books read aloud) 
BookBox Spanish (bilingual story time) 
 
Kitchen vocabulary: song + dance - have your children teach you the dance moves so you can sing (and dance) 
along 
 
“Taza tetera” versions:  

1. Original: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fTzTFQbdYEQ 
2. Pica-Pica: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Pfl6VwVc0I 
3. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DLEVCBlqjhU 
4. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HkEboBOJ6kM 

 
Colors: 

1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PHPbg9x8Gvs 
2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ujKFflscPew 
3. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qGdQJRsI0Zw 
4. Bob the Train - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5zrKMo2YOrc 
5. Playlist: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLCiN9m7eTKb5qqQPJdyeBcZrJVBfOQnE1 

https://www.spanishplayground.net/
http://spanish4teachers.org/elementaryspanishresources/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCK1i2UviaXLUNrZlAFpw_jA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLWBhJg8swHV31oGYcU6i5A
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCyY3Wd5x85o8AKXjYSoxFAQ
https://www.youtube.com/user/kidsimmersion
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVVqZu4Eif9FyJyFSqbO57A
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCiqZIGpZl2Oc2kKd0EnK-vA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fTzTFQbdYEQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Pfl6VwVc0I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DLEVCBlqjhU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HkEboBOJ6kM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PHPbg9x8Gvs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ujKFflscPew
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qGdQJRsI0Zw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5zrKMo2YOrc
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLCiN9m7eTKb5qqQPJdyeBcZrJVBfOQnE1


 
 
Shapes: 

1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gGBeyG1BKUY 
2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6qe_x3Uuci8 
3. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5iwK5_KLfvg 
4. Teaching video - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CdgLqVef1g4 
5. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-yy6SLqjtCI 
6. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mxn24pJm2sc 
7. Teaching video - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JsbeyIHiGT4 
8. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k5Nbm0lhmWY 
9. 5 little shapes jumping on the bed - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YfwmbnI3oUo 

 
“Me gusta” with FOODS (this was the most recent work sent home with your child expressing likes and dislikes 
with certain foods): 

1. Playlist with 4 foods videos linked: 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLCiN9m7eTKb7yfAYaIdt8uGLGTiYP-DxH 

 
 
Animals: 

1. La granja - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FXr6QTZKPuA&t=31s 
2. La Vaca Lola - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0dkHZYeIGIk 
3. Farm animals - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q5S1sxn0HKw 
4. Píó Pío - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dhsy6epaJGs&t=35s 
5. Green Screen animals with alphabet - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q2cEbEh98hg&t=39s 
6. Alfabeto con animales - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zhZR7EGwV7c 

 
Grades 2-4 
Alphabet playlist: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLCiN9m7eTKb4IvOezvmSSSHTNDKVTwbRd 
 
Animals: 

1. La granja - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FXr6QTZKPuA 
2. Animales con alfabeto - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q2cEbEh98hg&t=112s  
3. Farm animals - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q5S1sxn0HKw 
4. Tengo una mascota - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P0jBXo2JhZA 
5. Pío Pío original - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dhsy6epaJGs 
6. Pío Pío 3D version - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wPNQw8naE2Q 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gGBeyG1BKUY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6qe_x3Uuci8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5iwK5_KLfvg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CdgLqVef1g4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-yy6SLqjtCI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mxn24pJm2sc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JsbeyIHiGT4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k5Nbm0lhmWY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YfwmbnI3oUo
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLCiN9m7eTKb7yfAYaIdt8uGLGTiYP-DxH
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FXr6QTZKPuA&t=31s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0dkHZYeIGIk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q5S1sxn0HKw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dhsy6epaJGs&t=35s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q2cEbEh98hg&t=39s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zhZR7EGwV7c
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLCiN9m7eTKb4IvOezvmSSSHTNDKVTwbRd
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FXr6QTZKPuA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q2cEbEh98hg&t=112s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q5S1sxn0HKw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P0jBXo2JhZA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dhsy6epaJGs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wPNQw8naE2Q


 
7. Animales domésticos - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ydOeyPzEEkA 
8. Basho & Friends - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0gERuld-iRM&t=91s 
9. Basho’s Old MacDonald - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jTlPvhImlfs 
10. Extensive list in the form of flashcards with pictures - 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kFGTZMuGJH8&t=475s 
11.  My Quizlet vocabulary set for animales - lots of activities on Quizlet 

https://quizlet.com/494938443/los-animales-era-primaria-flash-cards/ 
 
Frutas: 

1. Pica-Pica El Baile de la Fruta - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FPZhCp5pOFE 
2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=__8RhpqIWkU 
3. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UrbrEmt7TFc 
4. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a1M4JjFG68g 
5. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ob4r1bDj2MA 
6. My Quizlet vocab set for frutas - https://quizlet.com/454605623/frutas-flash-cards/ 

 
5th grade: Should review all of the units taught in grades K-4 for review and then resume working on countries 
and capitals of the Spanish-speaking world using the interactive activities found here: 
https://www.abss.k12.nc.us/Page/31176 
 
Also, review numbers: https://www.abss.k12.nc.us/Page/41396 
 
Spanish children’s stories online: https://www.thespanishexperiment.com/stories 
 
Please email me at mwebb@noriveracademy.org if you have any questions or want to pass on other good links or 
resources. Stay healthy and have fun! 
 
For Grades 3-5, Quizlet Live and Kahoot games can be activated once a schedule has been put in place. I will 
announce the time/date and your child may join the game with the access code that I will publish on my Google 
Classroom page. Be sure to join my Google Classroom by using the following code: adnr4fd 

¡Cuídense! 

 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ydOeyPzEEkA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0gERuld-iRM&t=91s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jTlPvhImlfs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kFGTZMuGJH8&t=475s
https://quizlet.com/494938443/los-animales-era-primaria-flash-cards/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FPZhCp5pOFE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=__8RhpqIWkU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UrbrEmt7TFc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a1M4JjFG68g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ob4r1bDj2MA
https://quizlet.com/454605623/frutas-flash-cards/
https://www.abss.k12.nc.us/Page/31176
https://www.abss.k12.nc.us/Page/41396
https://www.thespanishexperiment.com/stories
mailto:mwebb@enoriveracademy.org

